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The Kappa Sigma Fraternity 
petition for improved parking 
facilities secured more than 1,900 
student, faculty and staff signatures 
this week, with President Charles N. 
Millican being the 1,909th person 
to sign. 
The petition drive was begun by,,.,. 
Kappa Sig brothers and little sisters 
last Friday and continued through 
Tuesday of this week. Thirty copies 
of the signatures were handed to 
Millican who will send them to 
Board of Regents members, 
Governor Reu bin Askew and the 
Florida Department of 
Transportation. 
The fraternity devoted 16 hours 
to the accumulation of signatures. 
"We wanted a deadline to make the 
drive more effective," said Gary 
Wetherbee, who spearheaded the Fl'U PRESIDENT Charies N. Millican this week became the 1,909th 
drive. person to sign Kappa Sigma Fraternity's petition calling for improved 
Wetherbee noted that the 1,9.00 parking facilities. Copies of the petition will be sent to the Board of 
signatures were "the largest number · Regents and Gov~ Reubin Askew. (Photo by Ed Burton) 
Information Scarce 
On ·Activity Budget 
Although Activity and Service Fee Allocation budget requests were due 
Wednesday, complete information regarding the budgets is currently 
unobtainable from either individual departments or the office of Dr. C. W. 
Brown, assistant vice president for student affairs. Brown heads the 
committee, composed of faculty, 
administration and students, that 
determines the budgets. 
The largest 1971-72 budgets 
were in the area of health services 
($111,100), Student Government 
($104,700), Village Center 
($92,184), intercollegiate athletics 
( $67 ,694) and intramurals, 
ex tramurals and recreation 
($48,725). 
Dr. E. W. Stoner of the -Student 
Health Center said he had "no 
knowledge of this year's budget 
request. As far as I know, Dr. C. W.-
Brown is responsible for drawing it 
up," Stoner.said. 
Stoner explained some of the 
current health center problems 
relating to a lack of funds. "We 
have no linen service at this time, 
and $6,000 of this year's budget 
was diverted to food service with 
no explanation. Either people will 
have to stop getting sick or will 
have to start bringing their own 
medicine if things don't get better." 
Intercollegiate athletics and 
intramurals, extramurals and 
recreation failed to respond to 
inquires regarding 1972-73 budget 
requests. 
Dr. C. W. Brown said he was 
unable to provide any information 
this week pertaining to the budget 
requests because several of . the 
departments had not turned in 
requests by Wednesday afternoon. 
ever accumulated on a petition at llF~lllllllllllllllHU 
FTU." The group did receive a few 
The Student Government budget 
request is $120,204, as compared 
to last year's of nearly $120~000. 
The necessity for lack of increase 
was explained last week by SG 
President Frank San try. He said 
that changes basically were 
implemented in the areas of title 
alterations and the regrouping of 
budget items. 
refusals but most were from 
students who represented the 
ecological point of view (fearing 
drainage to Lake Claire and the 
destruction of trees) and staff 
members who felt that the petition 
was student-oriented. 
We Live in the Present 
By the Post, but 
for the . .. 
Vol. 4 No. 19 FTU, Orlando, Florida March 3, 1972 
Wetherbee emphasized that the 
drive was interested in securing 
student, faculty and staff opinion. 
"We wanted to see if they (faculty 
and staff) were concerned about 
the student parking even though 
they were not directly involved," 
said Wetherbee. He added that the 
majority of faculty and staff 
members were concerned and 
Club Approval Changes Sought 
The Village Center's proposed 
budget request is approximately 
$184,000, more than doubling that 
of last year. Dr. Ken Lawson, VC 
director, called the request 
"realistic and not padded. We are 
no longer running a two-bit 
organization." 
(Continued on page 5) 




SG Bill Asks 
A proposal, which would bring university," San try said. 
about a sweeping change in the The current student handbook 
approval procedure for new clubs requires that clubs submit a form 
and organizations on campus, was which includes a statement of 
considered last week during a purpose, names of at least 12 
meeting with Vice President for students interested in membership, 
Student Affairs W. Rex Brown and names of provisional officers, a 
B • h c [ his assistant, Dr. C. W. Brown, proposed consitution and the name lrt 0 ll tro according to Student Government of a faculty advisor, to Student 
President Frank San try. Government and the Village Center 
• The proposal, if adopted, would director. Do/zcy Changenecessitate acceptance on the part r I of Student Affairs and Student 
A bill authorizing the -providing 
of birth control counseling and the 
dispensing of contraceptive devices 
on cam pus passed first reading at 
the regular Student Government 
Senate meeting February 24. 
It was reported last week that 
although the Student Health Center 
offers pro and con information and 
counseling on the subject of birth 
control, university policy does not 
permit center personnel to 
prescribe contraceptive devices. 
Government and would require a 
change in the current Student 
Handbook. 
The new program would, 
according to San try, consider the 
approval of new clubs on the basis 
of a statement of purpose rather 
than a constitution. 
"A club consitution is after all an 
instrument for internal control and 
should not be the basis for 
determining if the dub is operating 
within the legitimate aims of the 
' f 
FRANK SANTRY 
"It is unfortunate," said Santry, 
A meeting to discuss the problem "that in the past year it has taken 
was held February 24, according to clubs one month or more to gain 
SG President Frank San try. "It was 
established that there are no approval. The present system 
necessitates a lot of repetition and 
implications against distribution, c manpower on the part of Student 
but only the university policy ampus Affairs and SG which further adds 
against it," Santry said. to the time element. THis is 
According to Santry, Health GI particularly bad for clubs which 
Center Director E. W. Stoner ~ an~es must have approval in order to gain 
expressed the fear that "with the 'J . " the use of university facilities." 
necessary prescription and regular The new system as described by 
checkups required for birth control ------
1
D-C_ar_ds-------, Santry would require clubs to 
devices, the health center staff submit only a statement of 
would be so overworked that there puq>ose, a list of members and the 
would be no adequate time to Students and faculty members name of a faculty advisor to the 
administer to infectiously ill are urged to pick up their new chairman of the clubs and 
patients." ID ·cards at the circulation desk organizations committee. 
on the first floor of the Library "If he feels there is no problem, 
"It is a value judgment that Building. approval by the senate and Student 
becomes necessary," said Santry. ~-----------:-::---Affairs would be considered 
"Do we want the role of the health STUDENT RECITAL automatic, and the whole process 
center more oriented toward Linda Hypes will be one of the would not take more than three 
disease prevention and treatment, performers to be featured in the weeks," Santry said. 
or should birth prevention be an music department's student rectial If a club is denied approval, 
inte~ part of the program? Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the according to Santry, the possibility 
"We feel," Santry added, "that it Engineering Auditorium. The was discussed that the student 
is time to investigate in depth the program will feature other student judicial committee might- be 
policy on a universitywide scale and vocalists and instrumentalists, and established as the board of appeal. 
decide if the present policy should Cheryl Homer will provide piano Although no organ of the 
remain. Although Stoner believes accompaniment. university or Student Government 
he does not have the human or SG AMENDMENT would have direct access to the 
physical facillities at present, I FTU Student Senate Bill No constitutions of a club, it would be 
believe it should be possible to 4-102, Constitutional Amendment known that the constitution must 
create a balance." Decentralizing Power in Student be in "complete accord" with the 
Also present at the meeting were Government, is now before the SG club's statement of purpose. 
Dr. C. W. Brown, assistant to the Senate. Students interested in "It should be easier for us to 
vice president for student affairs; obtaining copies of the amendment police the use or misuse of a 
Steve Adamic, SG executive_ may get them from the Student statement of purpose," said Santry, 
assistant, and senators Jo Ann Government office of the second "than· it would be for us to police a 
Puglisi and Charlie Black. floor of the Library Building. constitution." 
The new policy would not 
necessitate a reapproval of all the 
clubs now operating under 
approval; however, those clubs 
which do not now have a clearcut 
statement of purpose would be 
required to submit a new one. 
"This new program," predicted 
Santry, "would require clubs to 
exercise a great deal of caution in 
the wording of their statement of 
purpose. All qualifiers, if the club 
intends to include conditions, must 
be contained in the purpose, and a 
rationale for the same must be 
included." 
A bill dealing with the same 
topic was introduced to the senate 
February 24 and was referred to 
committee pending consideration 
first of the new proposal. 
The bill would require clubs to 
submit a constitution, a list of 12 
full-time members, officers, a 
faculty or staff advisor, much like 
the present requirement in the 
handbook. 
In addition, the bill would 
require submission of a statement 
of purpose, requirements for 
membership, compositibn of a 
quorum, fees and assessments, a 
financial responsibility clause and a 
listing of officers and duties. 
Disney Seeking 
Summer Workers 
Walt Disney World is now 
interviewing for Easter and summer 
employees. Approximately 1,200 
positions are now available, with 
training to begin immediately. 
These seasonal employes will 
work between 20 and 40 hours per 
week during Easter holidays and 
will be recalled for fu11-time 
employment during the summer. 
The positions are particularly 
advantageous for students seeking 
part-time employment during 
vacation periods. 
Openings are available for day, 
night or weekend work. Training 
programs will be conducted on 
Saturdays and Sundays from now 
until Easter. 
Positions are in merchandizing 
shops, operation of adventures, 
food operations, hotels and 
recreation. Full-time permanent 
positions are also available in many 
areas. 
Applicants should apply in 
person at the Walt rnsney World 
Employment Center from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Monday through Saturday. 
Minimum age for applicants is 17. 
A bill was introduced to the 
Student Government Senate last 
week which would raise the ceiling 
for campaign expenditures in SG 
elections by 60 per cent. 
"That amounts to a hell of a lot 
of money," said SG President 
Frank San try, "and I feel 
particularly bad that SG is now 
getting into an area that the federal 
government is just now beginning 
to react against. That is, that you 
have to be wealthy to run for 
office." 
The present system (under 
statute 3-64) allows a base 
expenditure of $25 per candidate 
for a base number of 250 
constitutents. -For every one 
constitutent over the base number, 
an additional expenditure of 2.5 
cents is allowed. 
The new proposal would allow 
an additional expenditure of four 
cents per candidate for every one 
constituent over· the base number 
of 250. Taking the number of 
5,000 as current student 
population, this woqld theoretically 
allow an expenditure of $225 per 
candidate. 
"Candidates can't solicit 
contributions on campus," said 
Santry, "Students can't afford to 
buy their lunch as it is. This would 
price elections right out of the 
market and a candidate would 
either have to be independently 
wealthy or sell his soul to individual 
interest groups." 
SG presidential elections last 
spring drew 43 per cent of the 
student body 'vote. "It was the 
highest percentage of voter.~mout 
in the state in recent history," said 
Santry, "and it was done with the 
2.5 per cent ceiling. 
"The worst danger in this bill,'' 
h~ continued, "is that if one 
candidate spends the larger amount 
all will be forced to spend. We live 
on a campus that requires high 
saturation to get to the students. 
The only alternative to higher 
spending would be to get skilled 
persons to contribute their time, 
and this would have to be declared 
on the campaign statement." 
The bill was scheduled for first 




FT.U's ·'Now' Need 
The most recent paved parking facility construction occurred in the 
summer of 1969 - close to three years ago. Since that time enrollment 
has more than triple<;I. 
The first step toward improvement of present facilities in a lengthy 
line of attempts has been the Kappa Sigma Fraternity petition drive 
which this week accumulated nearly 2,000 signatures. The drive appears 
to be twofold in purpose. First of all, realizing that the FTU 
administration has "exhausted efforts to obtain sufficient parking areas 
for even immediate needs much less future requirements," the 
petitioners hope to see FTU as it really is--an apparently forgotten new 
university in the midst of several "newer" institutions, all of which are 
in desperate need of funds. 
WE ENCOURAGE these officials--Board of Regents members .(BOR 
members? Never heard of them. What ever happened to the 
Regent-a-month program?) Department of Transportation personnel 
and state legislators-- to visit the campus and see the problem firsthand. 
We encourage those who control the funds to support the needs of 
existing universities before they pour money into the planning and 
building of more Florida colleges. 
Part two of the petition's purpose appears to be to measure the 
degree of concern over parking lots from the viewpoint of not only the 
student but the faculty, staff and administration. The time allowance 
for the drive was only 16 hours, and we dare say that, given more time, 
no less than 90 per cent would have signed. 
The petition has shown that even though the problem really only 
affects the student body, other areas of the FTU community are just as 
concerned and willing to help to solve the problem. 
It is a simple task to sit back in one's plush chair an~ pretend that 
these problems are non-existent and will go away, but the game doesn't 
work that way. It's a give-and-take affair and FTU is about due for a 
"give." 
llr
-·-·A"Matt;;.™OJ Opi;;:fon 111 
By Gabriel Yanni 
Hunger knows no color, language or ethnic background. It has no 
boundaries and does not confine itself to any particular geographical 
area. Like a tumor, it spreads its mantle over the big cities and the most 
remote villages. It exists in the most advanced countries and the worst 
underprivileged ones. It leaves the poor destitute, st.ateless in a century 
considered to be in the prime of knowledge. It deprives man of his 
human status, his personality and inner self. He sees his family 
devoured by malnutrition and his children's dreams shattered to dust, 
and in their eyes the reality of poverty. There is no shelter to hide 
under, no God to pray to, and nobody to turn to in time of need. 
In a world that has become a struggle toward higher achievements, 
the most imminent problem of human decency, deliverance from the 
enslaving hunger that still stagnates society, remains the most 
unachieved goal. 
America, despite its propagandized image of wealth and strength as 
one of the most industrious and productive countries, besides its hunger 
for greater achievements, cannot solve th~ problem of its unfed. There 
are hungry people in America. 
In a country which considers itself the most advanced one, a country 
that dared the inconceivable and brought the most abstract dreams 
closer to reality, a country that has set the pace for all others to reach, 
all is a facade to enchant and draw attention away from the fact that 
the ones who lead the country abuse its goods, while the mass follows 
and the poor watch in disbelief, hunger and disgust. The chosen ones, 
the wealthy, live an over-satiated life. Poverty to them is remote and 
··impersonal, things they hear or read about, and if accepted, is 
consider.ad as the fate of the over-populated cities and countries, a 
God-given condition about which nothing can be done. But they ignore 
it and lead the normal way of life, protected and comfortable. 
Politicians, during election years, spend an astronomical amount of 
money to appeal to the population. They often tackle the problem of 
the poor and underpriviledged by promises of a better way of life, if 
... elected-promises they know they cannot keep because of what this 
.. country's line of politics is up against. If those politicians would spare 
·.::their words and mm:iey on so much propaganda and appeal, and instead 
use the money to provide· food and decent lodging for the needy, much 
· more would be accomplished. 
The church, which often preaches its concern for human suffering 
and its campaign to end poverty, often seems to contradict itself. It 
.wants to spread the "word," but without any factual implication or 
involvement, and as long as it is not realy affected, as long as those who 
preach have. a car, three good meals a day, a good bed to sleep in and 
. whatever else their modem busines.Yoriented profession requires. There 
-is not just one church, but rather a church for the poor and a church 
for the rich. The rich cast out their fellow believers and look down on 
them if ever found in the same place. · 
The youth are starting to become aware of the situation of the poor. 
Their movements are restricted by the lack of funds, and their reach is 
very selective. But the majority are more involved with their future 
status, what wave to follow or who to impress next. 
Even we students, surrounded in our modem university, live an 
automated reality, and listening to someobody talk about the miseries 
of others seem so unreal, a fairy tale out of some destitute imagination, 
a Communist plot or what-have-you. If interested, we may utter some 
words of pity, and return to our daily life, greedy and happy that 
_poverty is all away from our present condition, and ·hoping and 
convinced that it shall never affect us. 
U. S. poverty is but · minimal compared to world poverty. Biafra, 
.:Africa, India, and now Bangladesh are not forgotten. World poverty is 
. uncontrollable, degrading and merciless. Almost every country of the 
world has its share. And the Vatican, one of the richest institutions, 
comes out every 'so often with statements urging others to do 
·something about the hungry. But if it would only give up some of its 
: inanimate .treasures, and sell them, many hungry could be fed and 
:sheltered.· Isn't that the teachings of the "word"? Isn't that the purpose 
> of its humanitarian role? 
·~- Th~ :wo.rlc;l may·bave accomplished great geeds, but it is naught in the 
.:·eyei cir-a hungry i:hild. · · - · 
• 
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Degree Sources Vary 
A listing of the colleges and universities that awarded 
doctoral degrees to FTU faculty members spans the 
length and breadth of America, with practically every 
state of the union contributing at least one of the 200 
FTU faculty members who hold doctorates. There are 
even two doctoral degrees from German universities. 
University of Florida - 18 
Florida State University - 18 
Michigan - 7 
Texas- 6 
Ohio State - 6 
Louisiana State University - 5 
Northwestern - 5 
Cornell- 5 
New York University - 5 
Oklahoma- 5 
Georgia- 4 
Arizona State - 4 
North Carolina - 4 
Tulane - 4 
Alabama- 3 
Tennessee - 3 
Ball State= 3 
St. Louis University - 3 
Iowa State - 3 
Auburn= 2 
Mississippi State - 2 
Wisconsin - 2 




Oklahoma State - 2 
Southern California - 2 
Stanford- 2 
Texas A&M- 2 
Cincinnati - 2 
Kent State - 2 
VPI-2 
Duke - 2 
Georgia Tech - 2 
Johns Hopkins - 2 




Yale - 1 
Arkansas- 1 
California - 1 
Colorado - 1 
Denver- 1 
North Dakota- 1 
Montana State - 1 
Texas Christian - 1 
Texas at Austin - 1 
Washington - 1 
Washington State - l 
Case Institute - l 
Chicago - 1 
Indiana State - 1 
State University of Iowa - 1 
Nebraska- I 
North Illinois - 1 
Western Reserve - 1 
Washington University -1 
American University - 1 
Technical University of Berlin - 1 
University of Bonn - 1 
Campus Glances 
$1,000 ~IFT 
The FTU Foundation has 
received a $1,000 check from Belk 
Lindsey Stores. This is the second 
$1,000 gift from Belk-Lindsey, and 
will be used to assist students with 
scholarships and loans. 
Podl~alltt t~ 
THE BROTH 
Run horse from barn on hill, 
Round comes man, in window 
looks, 
Bullet breaks, body bleeds, 
Up he runs and climbs on sill, 
Inside, old woman cooks, 
He shouts, but nobody heeds, 
Down looks he; looking ill, 
Control escapes, the hood it 
breaks, 
To death he bleeds, to death 
he lives. · · 
Dives he, the world to kill. 
Caring not, the broth is lost. 
And silence. 
Ohio University - 2 
Pittsburgh - 2 
Boston University - l 
Carnegie-Mellon - 1 
E 1 -Ike Spinos 
:i;,,~d -1 1-·--~-& 1· North Carolina State - 2 
1Jetters <in i~e £bttor··y.tl({'e · .Jf Managing Editor .. James E. Couch 
Seer Defended, Column 'Amusing' Business Manager ... Henry Popkin Advertising Manager. Richard Jack 
Advertising ... Steve Belding, Tom 
Dear Editor: 
I am also a sophomore in high 
school and my sister brings home 
the weekly FuTUre, too. I feel, 
however, that the "ye Ole 
Hor,ridscope" is one of the most 
amusing parts of the newspaper. 
I do not understand how Valerie 
D'Ercole can make the claim that 
the language is offensive or 
Childers, Phil Dunkle, Gary Horn, 
Harry Smith. 
Asst. Copy Editor ... Carol Whitten 
Reporters ..... Larry Cooke, Mike 
Crites, Margaret Haas, Weber Ivy, 
Claudia Landfried, Bill Ritter, 
the Harry Smith, Kathy Wagner, Beth 
Weilenman, Gabriel Yanni . 
atrocious. I read it regularly and 
have not been off ended once. If she 
feels she is so mature as to call the 
article childish, then why does she 
bother to read it? 




Titusville High School 
Sports ........... Fred Cay, Mike 
Crites, Larry Mccorkle. 
Photo Coordinator .... Ed Burton 
Photographers ..... David Harlos, 
Qaiser Saghar. Chuck Seithel, 
Ike Spinos. 
Circulation .......... Peter Nagy, 
1ina Wroncich. 
The "FuTUre" is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for the students at 
Florida Technological University. , 
LINDA METTEL The editorial opinions expressed 
are those of the staff and not 
necessarily those of the university . 










The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the 
full name and address of the person 
or persons submitting them. Names 
will be withheld upon request. 
Address all letters to: Edito·r, 
FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, 
Florida 32816. 
Phone: 275-2606. 
Entered as third class matter at 
the Post Office at Orlando, Florida. 
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FuTUre's fridoy Girl Student Invents Toy 
'Hot' . (Skates) Idea Simmers 
THIS WEEK'S FuTUre Friday Girl is Cathi Rosengren, a graduatmg 
senior majoring in history. Cathi is·an avid bike rider who also enjoys 
phot.ography. (Phot.o by Craig Powell) 
By Mitzie Janszen 
Imitating an expert .skier, Russell 
Hornsby, 19, glided across the 
carpet of the library lobby, 
demonstrating his new invention--a 
three-wheeled skate. 
Hornsby, a pre-law sophomore at 
FTU, spoke eagerly of his new 
innovation. "I'm going to can them 
'hot skates ' " 
Hornsby's three-wheeled skate 
has a protective sheld made of 
shatter-proof plastic which fits over 
the shoes. "With two wheels in 
front of the skate, and one in back 
you have better leverage, see?" he 
demonstrated, pivoting on his 
tiptoes. 
"The t'eflon-type wheels, which 
are anti-friction, also contain a 
propulsion mechanism. By adding 
sticks with hand grips on one end 
and oscillating wheels at the other 
you can propel yourself across the 
ground. That addition gives you the 
oomph! 
"It all started about 
mid-November," Hornsby 
explained. "In checking department 
stores like Penneys and Ivey's I 
realized that skates were really 
popular." His eyes twinkled as he 
told the story of his idea. 
Hornsby, said he woke up in the 
middle of the night and just started 
making "inspirational', sketches. 
"First I thought I'd call them drag 
' 
jskates, but everything is "hot 
-:- ·~ :wheels" these days. Any invention 
!has a saturation point oo. Look at 
lg ~ ~ hula-hoops, they sold 150 million . _/ ~ ~ ~ then died," he remarked. eMJ U,~ae (.;( Qt4 Like many young men with 
• · i' ideas, this young entrepeneur was 
' ""-'- P /S-.Q£ not satisfied just to have a new 
'" idea. He wanted to obtain a patent 
'/ ~ 
and sell the toy. 
~ -.~i. J., (}(}() • With the help of Judge Arthur 
~~ Yergey, Hornsby's sketches were 
pl -·.A.~ Ir ': /") 9.-e sent to Yates Dowell trademark 
. t} /l,J,, 'CL(I.., ..; .. , ~ attorneys last November. Within 
two weeks he received word that 
Cl-oru~ ~L~I!. patent searches dating back 100 
n •\;1 " """-& years had been completed. 
427 Altamonte Ave. (HWY 436) Realizing he was not infringing 




March 27-April 10 
CAMPAINGING BEGINS 
April 10 (noon) 
ELECTIONS 
April 20-21 · 
information may be obtained at SG office LR218. 
formally applied for a patent on his 
three-wheeled skates. 
Once a patent is pending it is up 
to the individual to carry on with 
its consumer use. 
"It's so interesting," said 
Hornsby. "There are a thousand 
patents dating back to 1871, which 
people have failed to follow 
through on." · 
But Hornsby is folJowing 
through. He recently returned from 
his first meeting with several 
toymakers in Chicago. Richard 
Pabick, owner of Acme and Lan.e 
Co., maker of Swingline staplershas 
arranged more appointments in 
Chicago with Topper Toys and 
Mattel. 
Hornsby also sent information to 
General Woodrow Abbott in 
Omaha, Neb. He suggested possible 
markets for 'hot skates' in Japan 
and Thailand. 
With a patent pending on the 
three-wheeled skates, the young 
innovator is ironing out the kinks 
of design, and having another 
prototype built. He has checked 
with manufacturers and found that 
the estimated production cost for 
the first million would be 50 or 60 
cents a pair, including the sticks. 
"Of course they would actually 
retail for about $6.99. Then it 
w,ould be on a competitive level 
with super-skates," said Hornsby. 
He has also invented a new game. 
His petite, blonde wife,. Debbie 
commented, "I thought it was a 
funny idea, at first." 
"Discovery of America," as 
Hornsby proudly calls the game, is 
a map of Old Spain and New Spain 
(Florida). The object is to attack 
and overcome certain areas by ship, 
in order to hold and conquer and 
thereby win the game. The young 
inventor, who is interested in 
history, thinks the game "'.:ill help 
children remember historical dates. 
The skates and game were not his 
first inventions. He once invented a 
tube . cover for tooth brushes, 
chemically treated to kill bacteria. 
"The world is full of 
hypochondriacs," sai-d Hornsby. He 
added he abandoned the idea after 
learning that aerating the brushes 
killed bacteria anyway. Besides, the 
cost was prohibitive. 
Will "hot skates" sell? If they do, 
Hornsby may become a student 
millionaire. But this possibility 
hasn't changed his outlook. He still 
smiled as he said, "School is the 
mQSt important thinJ! in my life." 
Foreign Students 
Seek Sponsors . 
The Foreign Students Club is 
seeking sponsors on campus to 
serve as host families for students 
of foreign. origins. 
According to Di. Husain Kassim, 
faculty advisor for the club, there 
are several hundred "international 
students" on campus every year 
who would benefit from a "host 
family." 
"We would like the hosts to have 
their student over for dinner 
sometimes or to show them Central 
Florida," said Kassim, "the idea 
being that we would like the 
students to feel more that they are 
visiting a friendly country." 
Kassim said that he is looking for 
faculty and staff members 
specifically, but said that any 
married couple would be ideal to 
serve as hosts. "Anyone interested 
may call me either at my office 
(275-2273) or at my home 
(834-0887)," he said. 
STUFF TO WE!R INC 
The shop that caters ti[) the Beautiful People, 








Other nice things to cover your body. 
Come in and dig it ... 
625 N. Atlantic Ave. 
Cocoa Beach, F1a. 
Ph. 783-6194 
Winter Park Mall 
Winter Park, F1a. 
Ph. 647-6195 
Merrit Square 
Merrit Island, Fla: 
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ENTERTAINM-ENT 
Places To See, Things To Go, People To Do 
'Bloody Sunday' - Shocking 
"Sunday Bloody Sunday," now 
playing at one of the Northgate 
triple theatres, is not a cowboy 
film, a gangster or war movie, nor is 
it about a hospital. On the 
. contrary, it deals heavily with the 
subject of non-communication and 
the emotions of persons whose lives 
are interwined. It is classified as an 
art film and perllaps is shocking to 
those who do not know what they 
are going to see (which, from the 
reaction of the audience the night 
this reviewer saw it, was the entire 
house). . 
Hopefully, the viewer will not 
expect mucp of an "old-fashioned" 
story, because he won,t get it. He 
must prepare himself to study the 
involvement of human beings, since 
that is precisely what the film is 
about. The only thing one could 
assume that might serve as a theme 
running through the film, is the 
symbolism of the telephone. The 
trio of main characters is constantly 
having trouble reaching one another 
by phone, thus showing lack of 
communication outwardly as ·well 
as inwardly. 
Glenda Jackson is extremely 
believable as the thirty-ish divorced 
woman trying to cling to her 
relationship with a young lover. 
They call it "love," but that's hard 
to believe when one sees how 
frustrated and unhappy the affair 
makes both of them. Murray Head 
plays the young lover, an artist who 
in tum is the "lover" of an aging, 
but a charming male doctor who 
serves as his patron. Peter Finch is 
very good as the doctor, who in the 
long run probably comes out ahead 
of the other two, in that he learns 
to cope with the entire situation 
and his homosexuality. It is all an 
interesting but weird involvement. 
The movie paints a picture of 
dreary old London in one or two 
exterior seenes which show in part 
a "slice of life." One sees the 
VC Sadie Dance· 
Features Dogpatch 
About 150 students attended the 
Sadie Hawkins dance last Saturday 
By Fran Elliott 
pharmacy where all the addicts are significant ideas expressed come 
waiting pathetically for their drug when . the doctor said, ''I am 
"allotment"; _girls . all dre~ed up, looking for someone courageous 
roller skating their way to a night and resourceful, which he (the 
spot; young boys scraping paint artist} is to me"; when the woman 
from cars with broken bottles, and said while quibbling with her lover, 
the visits with the "liberal" family "Sometimes nothing has to be 
who encourage their children, aged better than anything''; and when 
one through seven, to smoke pot, the woman's mother said while 
watch people take showers, and talking to her daughter about her 
generally do exactly as they wish! marriage failure, "There is no whole 
All of these scenes are probably thin-g - you have to make it work." 
there to aid in Making a statement This latter statement tells how 
on so~iety and its products. one must approach this movie. . . . 
The filming is extremely well If there is some value to be gained 
done and both Finch and ~ from it, a le~on to be learned, it 
Jackson may well deserve their can be gotten with some effort. 
Oscar no~nations for acting, as SURPLUS WORLD 
does the direct.or. However, as far 
as the movie deserving a campers Headquarters 
nomination for outstanding story REAL Army-Navy surplus and 
or best picture, this reviewer has 
definite doubts. plenty of it! 
Perhaps the most conclusive ~ E. HWY SO-next door to Ramada Inn 
Take it· out 
or eat with us I 
fea~rinl! . HOMEMADE 
SOUPS ~ SANDWICHES e SALADS 
hot cu ban ....•• , • 19 
hot pastrami . . • . . . 79 
corned beef •.•.•.• 79 
Bar-B-Oue 
beef or pork. •••• 79 
ham .......•..... 69 
ham & cheese •..... 79 
SEMORAN VILLAGE 
ALOMA AT 436 WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
671-3181 10 AM - 8 PM 
Specializing in Buffet Catering 
Open Sun. 10:00 - 6:00 
Mafoh 3, 1972 
Symposium Successful, 
Gaudnek' Overwhelmed' 
"I'm almost overwhelmed with the success--you never know betore 
you get together a symposium how the group of people will interact 
with each other," said Dr. Walter Gaudnek, assistant art professor and 
organizer of the art symposium held last weekend. 
The symposium revolved around the function of art in the 
development of cosmic consciousness, and dealt with the problems of 
art in a technological age. It lasted three days, beginning last Saturday 
at New Smyrna Beach with a closed session. The first public sessions 
were Sunday at Loch Haven Art Center. Monday the panelists came to 
FTU in the Board of Regents Conference Room. 
Gaudnek was impre~ed with the energy used in the three-day event 
which he termed a "marathon," during the Monday session: 
"Vibrations held their peak for hours and hours, while usually they are 
maintained for only about an hour or two. With each hour the 
excitement increased." _ 
"Awarene~ is the opposite of sleep." Gaudnek stated. People who 
reach a cosmic consciousness, have more intense waiting hours than 
others. People who meet and charge with mental energies are not so 
much consumed as recharged." 
The next stage in the study of cosmic consciousness is to make 
transcripts of the tapes and to edit them for publishing. The exact form 
of the publication has not been decided. Gaudnek said, "We are going 
step by step. The final form will present itself." 
Panel member of the symposiu~ which may be the first of several of 
such events, included Nils M. Schweizer, Environmental Design Group 
Inc.; Margaret Rigg, Florida Presbyterian College, :Mary Seth, former 
editor of Presbyterian Life magazine; Dr. Ray Craddick, Georgi8 State 
University, and K. S. Kulkarni, Manaras Hindu University. 
FTU Students & Faculty 
ma 



















Sewing Machines 30% 
Color TV 10% 
Carpets 50% 




Watches & Jewlery 10% 
Participating merchants (over 800} in your area are offering 
these discounts to KIB card holders. Regularly $25 per 
. year, t.o college students $20. 
Wray Putney 
KIB Manager 
3311 2nd Ave. 
Mims, FL 327 54· 
Please enroll me as a KIB card holder 
at the Feb. special of $18.50. I will 
receive a savings directory and KIB 






TO FTU STUDENTS 
FROM 
in the Village Center Multi Purpose -r------------~...;,; ______ ..... ..._...;;,.._....;,_ 
Room, which for a few hours 
became .a miniature Dogpatch 
complete with shack, country store 
and outhouse. 
Music was by the Madisons, 
although a hillbilly band organized 
by TKE Fraternity aJso provided 
entertainment. TKE and the Village 
Center sponsored the dance in 
honor of the leap year tradition of 
WO_!llen proposing to men. 
Orchestra Concert 
Scheduled_ Sunday 
The FTU Philharmonic 
Orchestra, under the direction of 
assistant profe~or Arpad Szomoru, 
will be presented in concert Sunday 
at 3 p.m. in the Winter Park Junior 
High School Auditorium. Featured 
soloist will be FTU music chairman 
Dr. Leonidas Sarakatsannis. 
The FTU Philharmonic Orchestra 
consists of 65 members, about half 
of whom are students, faculty and 
staff. The other members are from 
the greater Orlando a,.,,.~ 
• • • 
(OVER 6,000 PAIR! 
of Today's fashioned, flared, 
GUYS & GALS 
casual a·nd dress pants 
from s7 up 
brushed suede, cotton, corduroy, 
super -wide wale, cut cords, 
stretch and double knits. 
great knit fops, pullovers, belts, dress. shirts. 
107 W. Lyman Ave ... Winter Park, Fla. 32789 
• Phone 60·1900 
Zayres Center • Fern Park 
~4.17. ~ds~'IY~ter ,Qrivl!. ! . Qr.l~f\Cfp. 
CARNABY BOUTIQUE P. 10 
CLUB LUI P. 5 
DAISY FLOWER SHOP P. 10 
DEN OF INIQUITY P. 12 
FLORIDA STATE THEATERS 
GOURMET SHOPPE 
KASH IS BEST 
ORLANDO JEWLERS. 
PENNY PUB 
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~~(·~/ ~(~~t-~~~-~~e~~~~f~fumeHu~~nny&Chff 
Lawson pointed out the new sales. Lawson said that ticket sales Cher was in March 1967, at 
Village Center facility as the income has decreased because the Peabody Auditorium in Daytona 
primary reason for the increase. VC poUcy is to offer activities at no Beach. At that time they were the 
"We need money for additional cost or at as little cost as possible. epitome of young love, with such 
personnel and equipment and an The Village Center proposal also songs as "I Got You, Babe" and 
expansion of programs. Now that includes approximately $55,000 for "Just You." Cher was considered 
we have the facilities, we can the building debt, which is separate almost a rebel--marrying Sonny 
function as a real student union," from the activity fund. while dressed in pants, and saying 
he said. The FuTUre newspaper funds that she did not own a dress. In 
The major areas of programming 
necessitating an increase in funds, 
according to Lawson, are art, 
speakers, musicals and 
Kaleidoscope-type functions. 
The only VC income other than 
the funds appropriated from the 
activity and service fee is ticket 
request was decreased by 1967 their first movie, "Good 
approximately $4,000, while the Times," was released, and Sonny 
Pegasus yearbook allocation request was writing songs fervently. Since 
was hiked $5,000, according to then, the two have been associated 
James E. Couch, director of with several movies, have had a 
publications. daughter, Chastity, played 
The decrease in the newspaper nightclubs instead of concerts, and 
funds is due to "increased now have their own television 
advertising revenue," he added. variety show . 
.-------------------------------~----~----------~· 
P E N N Y 
Hwy 50 un· on p k By Beth Weilenman The transition shows in the · _ , 
10 ~n. frorr: FTJr ' The only bad thing about strong change in their material, which is your heart out, little froggie." 
volume, aside from Ralph Nader's even more sarcastic than that used And when Cher left the stage for 
U B 
llJNCHEON SPECJAL report on deaf rock musicians, is on their television program. "I want Sonny's solo, in spite of his protests 
EVERY WEEKDAY that sometimes the band will drown to stop the rumor that I sing like a that she wouldn't be able to hear, 
I 
ONLY $1.00 BUYS ALL THIS: frog," said Sonny, introducing a he corrected her, saying, "It's 




Hamburger w/ Lettuce & Tomato, French Fries, 
Salad, Chips, and 12 oz. draught beer. 
Italian Day 
Ham Sandwich, Potato salad, Chips, and 12 oz. 
draught beer. 
desirable, but not with such , . • 
performers as Sonny and Cher. ' o h d' M d I . . · .. 
This is not to say that the re ar 00 ntense . 
performance in the Orlando Sports ·. ~ 
Stadium Tuesday night was bad. By Bill Dumas · · 
The two entertainers gave an 
THURSDAY 
outsta?ding performance in spite of "The Cherry Orchard'' by Anton Chekhov opened last night in the 
t?e difficulty, and much of the Science Auditorium. The ·production, directed by Dr. Harry Smith, 
time they w~r~ able to be heard creates a formal and highly theatrical mood through the use of selected 
Chicken soup, Tunafish sandwich, Baked Beans, above the mu51cians. One welcomed music beautiful costuming and excellent lighting 
Chips, and 12 oz. draught beer. some of the softer music so th~t "The Cherry Orchard" deals with · . . . . 
Sonny and Cher could be heard the lives of a Ru~ian family longer exists. Tlus ~amily reflects 
Cheeseburger w/ lettuce & tomato, coleslaw, ~asily, without having to fight for returning to their home and the Russia ~nde~ -the reign of .the 
Chips and 12 oz. draught beer. 1t. pretending to · lead a life that no czars, embroiled m the petty th1.ngs 
FRIDAY 
::========================= ~~~I~~ey~ .. - ~~~h~~w~ rrounds them and fmally force$




APPEARING NITELY 9- ·2 
ROCK MUSIC AT IT'S BEST 
Candles for all occasions featuring "Coq~~ ·capdles" 
Candle-making supplies - . 
COME IN AND BROWSE 
180 Park Ave. North 
The production bas moments of 
eal dramatic intensity. The lead 
performer, Nancy Peterson, playing 
he once-wealthy head of the 
ousehold, has managed some 
difficult mood changes effectively. 
erry Radice, the son of former 
peasants who through coniving and 
scheming buys the cherry orchard, 
does an adequate job portraying 
ne of the new breed of Russian 
andowners. Chai Martina gi~es .a 
convinciJlg performance as . the 
brother to the troubled Ranevsky; 
family. · 
This · reviewer's plaudits would 
have to go to Meli.Ssa Martina, the 
elder daughter, who gives a fine, 
17-92 at Dog Track rd., Longwood (Look for the Dog, Track Sign) Winter Park sensitive performance. Min.or rol~ 




Florida State Theatres: Tickets 75 ¢ 
WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West 
"Nicholas and Alexandra" 
SPECIAL RESERVED TICKETS 
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE 
LR 209 
Matinee & Evening Performances Daily! 
..,.R..,t .... 11•_9w2•& ... LE•E .. Rd... 
1111 Tickets on sale at Student Gov't. 





AT HORNE'S MOTOR LODGE 1-4 & 441 
PRESENTING 
THE Fantastic PUULE 
production, especially .the .. maid's ~ 
role, playe~ by Che?Y,1 .C~oncmo 
and Sue Windbam. M~ Caro.ncino 
does a aelightful job, adding a bpght ' 
spark of Jife tO .the· .anlb ~ii~t(!nc~ ' 
9f the household. , 
The set, designed and-executed 
by Jim Fay, provides ~ ·very •' 
serviceable setting for the 
production. The sound is 
particularly outstanding, along with 
the excellent mood ljghting. The 
SCAUD is now a fine ·place for an 
enjoyable theatrical experience. 
The quiet, subdued mood of this 
production fits in well with the 
intimacy of FTU's new theatre 
facility. 
The production continues 
tonight and tomorrow with curtain 
time at 8: 30 p.m. 
Wagon Wheel Ranch itti 
HORSES FOR RENT 
RIDING INSTRUCTION 
Make reservations now 
for Ovemite Camping Trip 
on Horseback, March 11. 
Plenty of good food! 
Call 568-4411 
I , · 
FuTUre Pro ile 0 Pre 
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Vance . Hartke 
The senior senator from 
Indiana previously served as a 
prosecuting attorney and as 
mayor of Evansville, Ind., for 
one term. 
Senator Hartke (52) is 
credited with espousing a 
populist philosophy in most 
policy matters. He strongly 
opposes the Vietnam 
involvement and blames the 
President for delaying 
withdrawal. On economic 
measures, Hartke claims the 
"little man" needs help. 
Henry Jackson 
Washington ~ s Senator 
Jackson (59) moved to the 
Senate in 1953 from the 
House of Representatives, 
where he served from 1941 to 
1953. Jackson was also 
selected Democratic National 
Chairman for the 1960 
presidential campaign. 
He is known as a liberal on 
domestic issues but as a "firm, 
no-nonsense" man on foreign 
' affairs. He cites conservation 
and law and order with justice 
as two sµ-ong areas of interest. 
Eugene McCarthy 
The only non-office holder 
in the race, McCarthy 
formerly served 10 years in 
the U.S. House of 
Representatives and two terms 
in the U.S. Senate. 
McCarthy ( 55) campaigns 
against the war and for 
women's rights and reform of 
the welfare system. The 
former Senator indicates that 
the basic issue of the campaign 
will be "the intregity of the 
democratic process.,, 
F·TlJ.Registered Voters -! Vote 
Shirley Chisholm 
Mrs. Chisholm ( 4 7) was a 
New York State legislator 
from 1965-69. In 1969 she 
moved to Congress as the first 
black woman ever elected to 
that body . 
The Chisholm campaign is 
noted for three major issues; 
opposition to the Vietnam 
war; strong support of 
child-care legislation, and 
emphasis on the importance of 
women and blacks in society . 
Hubert Humphrey 
Humphrey (60) served as 
mayor of Minneapolis in the 
late 1949s, as U.S. Senator 
from 1949 to 1964, vice 
president during the 1960s, 
and moved back to the U.S. 
Senate in 1971. The 
Minnesota Senator campaigns 
as a "people's Democrat," and 
charges that immediate 
withdrawal from Vietnam is in 
order. 
John Lindsay 
Lindsay ( 50) served three 
terms in the U.S. House of 
Representatives prior to 
assuming the office of mayor 
of New York City in 1966. 
The mayor states that not 
enough is being done to 
handle the dilemma of urban 
pro bl ems, · and vows to insure 
civil liberties, to provide 
quality education for all 
students, and to end the 
Vietnam war. 
George McGovern 
The first announced 
presidential prospect moved to 
the U.S. Senate in 1963 
·following two terms in the 
U.S. House of Representatives. 
McGovern (49) was one of 
the first American politicians 
to question U.S. involvement 
in Indochina. He is urging 
equal rights for women, an' 
end to hunger in the country, 
and Io we ring of the 
unemployment rate. 
7th of March 
Primary Candidates 
Wilbur Mills 
Wilbur Mills (62) has been a 
member of the U.S. Congress 
since 1938. In 1958 he moved 
to the chairmanship of the 
powerful House Ways and 
Means Committee. 
The Arkansas lawmaker has 
opposed the Nixon revenue 
sharing plan and proposed his 
own. Mills feels that greater 
federal assumption of welfare 
costs would be more beneficial 
+':ian the Nixon approach. 
George Wallace 
Wallace ( 52) was an 
Alabama State Court Judge 
for six years before becoming 
governor of his state for the 
first time in 1963. He is 
presently serving his second 
four-year term as governor, 
which begin in 1971. 
The Wallace campaign has 
alternately attacked 
Washington "bureaucrats," the 
"rich, intellectual snobs" and 
proponents of forced busing. 
Wallace was a- supporter of 
Lieutenant William Calle:v. 
Edmund Muskie 
The Maine Senator was a 
state represenative from 194 7 
to 1951 and governor of his 
·state in the late 1950s. Muskie 
(57) was elected to the U.S. 
Senate in 1959. 
The Senator is calling for 
"A New Beginning" based on 
the politics of trust. Muskie 
asks for a rapid pullout from 
Vietnam and boasts what he 
considers a strong ecology 
record. 
Sam Yorty 
~am Yorty (62) was a 
member of the California 
legislature three times from· 
1936 to 1950. He served in 
the U.S. House of 
Representatives from 1951 to 
1955 and became mayor of 
Los Angeles in 1961. 
Yorty opposed the Nixon 
trip to Red China, and as an 
outspoken conservative is also 
calling for a military victory in 
Vietnam and a balanced 





* Candidates * 
* * * * 
. * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * : 
Paul McCloskey 
Representative Paul 
Mccloskey ( 43) served as both 
a defense and district attorney 
before his election to Congress 
in 1968. 
McCloskey has urged a 
change in the national policy 
toward Vietnam: cut off funds 
for the war, end the bombing 
over Vietnam and persuade 
the administration to make 
withdrawal conditional solely 
upon the return of the POWs . 
He also questions the 
leadership and policies of the 
President. 
John Ashbrook 
John Ashbrook ( 43) was a 
member of the Ohio 
legislature for two sessions and 
was elected to a seat in 
Congress in 1960. 
The emphasis of the 
Ashbrook campaign is geared 
toward reordering the 
priorities of the Nixon 
Administration. Ashbrook 
considers the presidential 
overtures toward Red China 
and other areas of reform as a 
repudiation of the 1968 
Republican platform . 
President Nixon 
President Richard Nixon 
( 5 8) ha,s served as U.S. 
Representative, U.S. Senator 
and .Vice President. He was 
elected to the presidency in 
1968. 
Nixon's associates are 
emphasizing the sizable 
number of troops that have 
been withdrawn from Vietnam 
as proof that the President is · 
ending the war. Other areas of 
the Nixon record being pushed 
are his Red China visit and 
economic initiatives. 
. Primary 9 a.m. to 7 p.m . . Campus . Kiosk.! :\ 
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DELTA SIGMA PI 
The Delta Sigma Pi Open Golf 
Tournament came to a close last 
Saturday and the brothers are 
happy to announce that it was a 
complete success. The winners are 
as follows: 
Trophy winners: low net score, 
Chris Bateman, 61; low gross score, 
Mark Stockwell, 62; high gross 
score, Irene Lewis, 121, and team 
trophy, ATO. 
Second place winners: low net 
score, Frank Rainaldi, 61; low gros.5 
score, Mike Utz, 63, and high gross 
score, Dee Glisson, 120. 
Jack Acor got closest to pin, and 
Brian Watson, got longest drive. 
Door prize winners were 
Catherine Wilson, $25 savings bond; 
Carter Murchison, Brut set, and Le 
Anne Winkel, golf balls. 
The pledges are still in a state of 
recovery from last Saturday night's 
XBA function. Of the 12 pledges 
who attended, seven are listed as 
fair, three have been eleased in 
good condition and two' are listel'l 
as missing in action. 
SIGMA SIGMA CHI 
The brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi 
held a social with the Delta Chi 
Omega SororitY of Seminole Junior 
College last Saturday night. All of 
the brothers and sisters had a great 
time and are looking forward to 
getting together again. 
The Hell's Angels party is only a 
short time off and SSX brothers are 
reminded to g.et their costumes and 
bikes ready. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
The final week of winter quarter 
will be a busy one for Zeta sisters 
and pledges. While the pledges are 
preparing for spring quarter's 
initiation, the sisters are planning 
several social activities. 
New officers. of Zeta Tau Alpha 
will be installed this month. After 
the installation ceremony, a 
barbecue will be held in honor of 
the new offic'ers. 
Next week's chapter meeting has 
been cancelled and Zetas and 
pledges will be serving as ushers at 
the Carlos Montoya concert at the 
Municipal Auditorium. 
The Sisters- will have a slumber 
party in honor of the pledges on 
March 17. This party will also 
celebrate St. Patrick's Day. 
Plans are now in progress for an 
informal rush party and Zeta urges 
all women interested in informal 
rush to register at the dean of 
women's office April 3-7. 
THE MAN 
FuTUre 
SORO RAS TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
The sisters of Sororas Sorority The brothers of Xi Iota chapter 
are in the process of making plans of Tau Kappa Epsilon were busy 
for a new fund-raising project this past weekend in several areas. 
which promises to top the highly Friday night the neophytes threw a 
successful Valentine's Day project. party for the brothers at Golfside 
The sisters arranged and delivered Villas. Slturday night the brothers 
carnations in vases for the put on the Sadie Hawkins Dance in 
sweethearts and secretaries of the conjunction with the Village 
male faculty and staff. Sororas has Center. Adding to the spirit were 
been kept busy manning FTU's several brothers in roles as a 
exhibit at the Central Florida Fair jugband and characters of 
this past week. Several of the sisters Dogpatch. 
will also be participating in the The soccer team kicked off its 
March of Dimes Walkathon. season Monday with a win over 
CHI Pm DELTA Lambda Chi Alpha. The Third 
Annual TKE Invitation Basketball 
Tournament continues through 
tonight. 
TYES 
Last Tuesday the brothers of Chi 
Phi Delta held meetings with 
brother Carl T. Gladfelter, national 
director of Chi Phi. His visit left 
them with much inspiration and 
enthusiasm as well as many fine This afternoon around 5 p.m. the 
ideas. Tyes will be leaving from the VC 
Also last Saturday, brothers Bill circle for the overnight party in 
Searl, Rich Wolken and John Seville. Activities at the party will 
DiMaggio along with faculty include a friendship service, 
advisor, 'Dt,. Fredrick Raffa, spontaneous skits and a skit by the 
competed in the Delta Sigma Pi seniors. If this party is anything like 
Golf Tourney. Brothers John and the one last year, it's sure to be a 
Rich missed winning the Duffers lot of fun. · 
trophy by one point. The day of the March of Dimes 
Brother Chuck Burt spent three Walkathon is quickly approaching 
days at the Southeastern IFC and the plans for the big ~ay are 
meetings. being finalized this week and next. 
DELTA DELTA DELTA All groups wishing to participate 
are requested to contact any 
member of Tyes Sorority. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
The illSt open meeting of Delta 
Delta Delta was last Monday. At 
this meeting all pledges, alumnae 
and collegiate members attended. 
'lbe meeting was held to get ready Nominations for worthy house 
for initiation. Initiation will be this mother for Alpha Tau Omega 
weekend. 'lbe initiation will be held Fraternity are now being taken. 
at the First Presbyterian Church of Candidates must be able to provide 
Orlando. The banquet will be full service to the fraternity and 
S a t u r d a y nigh t in th e should be matriculating. At present 
Contemporary Hotel. · Delta Pat is the only candidate meeting 
Morning will be early Sunday with the qualifications who has been 
a luncheon later to introduce the nominated. 
new Beta Lambda chapter to 
administrators and parents. 
TAU EPSILON Pm 
TEP would like to announce that 
their national banquet will be held 
April 22. The banquet will start at 
2 p.m. with a party afterwards at 8 
p.m. Sidney Suntag, national 
executive secretary for TEP, TEP's 
big brother chapter from 
Gainesville and representatives from 
all TEP Florida chapters are invited. 
All TEP brothers and little sisters 
are also invited. 
TEP's little sister initiation was 
held February 25. New little sisters 
initiated were Linda Wiltse and 
Sherri Morrell. Chuck Ponton a,nd 
Sherri Morrell officially announced 
their engagement at the ceremony. · 
JESUS 
I l 
March 3, 1972 
Special recognition goes to LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
brother Fred Maust who was named 
Greek of the Week for failing to rise The Beta Eta chapter of Lambda 
to the occasion. Also, recognition Chi Alpha elected new officers 
goes to brother Tom Hobbs for Sunday night. The new officers are 
showing the educational and high alpha, Bart Barnes; high beta, 
entertaining films of his vacation Mike Cherron; high gamma, Steve 
last summer in Mexico. Rajtar; high tau, Raymond 
The brothers are reminded of the• Johnson; high kappa, Mike 
basketball game · tomorrow McClenny; high delta, Dodney 
afternoon between the FTU Blankenship; high phi, Ken Kimble; 
roundballers and the ATO's from high epsilon, Walt Morris, and high 
the University of Florida. sigma, Bob Mundy. An installation 
Refreshments and entertainment banquet was held Tuesday night at 
will be provided. Gigi's. 
KAPP A SIGMA A brotherhood building party is 
planned tomorrow night. 
A Kappa Sigma car wash will be 
held Sunday at the Shell station on PHI ALPHA EPSILON 
the comer of Colonial Drive and 
Primrose between 10 a.m. and 4 
p.m. The cost will be $1. Everyone This wee~ and next week Phi 
is reminded that they must sell five Alpha Epsilon will be selling FTU 
tickets. sports cushions. These cushions are 
All brothers are to report to the useful for any type of sporting 
Library Building Sunday at 7: 30 event and can be purchased at the 
p.m. Yearbook pictures will be booths near the Village Center for 
taken again. $1. 
The Lambda Epsilon Chapter of Tonight there will be a B.Y.O.B. 
Kappa Sigma has been proud to party at the house after the TKE 
have had as a visitor this past week tournament. Tomorrow there will 
brother James A. Taylor, District be a clean-up and work party at the 
Grand Master from Fairfax, Va. house. The main event of the day 
Brother Taylor met with several will be the construction of a 
~rothe:rs while in town on busines.5. barbecue pit. 
-THERE'S A BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
DOING A TH1NG BETTER 
AND DOING A BETTER THING 
We do a better thin~-BETTER! 
KENNETH I.' GRUSH KA & ASSOC. 
THE STATE llFE INSURANCE CO. 
3191 McGuire 
Orlando. Florida Suite 150 Ph. 843-6900 
---NEW TIME 9PM---
A Discussion 
Dorm C Lounge 
Each Tuesday Night 
Sponsored By~ University Christian Students 
18 .Minuteman' ~auseway Cocoa Bch. 783-1196 
1 • 
:: Wilt 011n1y Product ions 
Apply now for Easter and summer jobs at Walt Disney World. Our 
Vacation Kingdom has many full and part-time openings during your 
vacation periods. So. join us at Easter and get fully trained - then re-
turn for full-time employment in June. Minimum age 17 years. 
For more information, contact your placement office or the Walt 
Disney World Employment Center, near the intersection of 1-4 and 
SR 535, 15 miles southwest of Orlando or call (305) 828-3131. 
Walt IV]isney World 
An equal opportunity employer 
March 3, 1972 
STRATHMOREPAPERS 
for the Artist 
! 
.. .. --... i 
Strathmore· Shelburne ' 
Sketch 
Size 
9 x 12 100 sheets $1.30 
14 x 17 100 sheets $2.95 
!.... ____ mnm 
Strathmore Alexis Drawing 
Size · 
11 x 14 24 sheets $1.25 
Strathmore Alexis Ledger 
Size 
9 x 12 60 sheets $1.47 




15 x 22 12 sheets $3.15 
18 x 24 12 sheets $4.00 
~-----~ 
Strathmore Artist Charcoal 
Size 
18 x 24 24 sheets $4. l 0 
Strathmore Alexis Layout 
Size 
9 x 12 75 sheets $1.25 
11 x 14 75 sheets $1.70 
19 x 24 75 sheets $4.50 
pjjge_orge · 
Wlstuart 
133 Ea1t AOilNSON 
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PH I BETA LAMBDA YOUNG REPUBLICANS Gardner, sergeant-at-arms. PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
The regularly scheduled meeting 
of Phi Beta Lambda professional, 
coed business fraternity will be held 
11 a.m. Tuesday in GC _228. 
Persons interested in finding out Dr. Fred Frank will address the 
about the workings of politics are YOUNG DEMOCRATS l1 a.m. Tuesday meeting of the 
invited to attend the next meeting The Young Democrats will hold Psychology Club, in AD 145. The 
of the Young Republicans, 11 a.m. their next meeting 11 a.m. Tuesday topic of his speech will be "how to 
Tuesday in LR 211. Support is in LR 210. get into graduate school without 
Election of 1972-73 officers will needed, particularly since this year YOGA CLASS really trying and how to stay there 
be held at this meeting, and all is an election year. without really deserving it." 
members are urged to attend and Instructions in the proper use of ACCOUNT! NG CLUB 
vote. New officers have been elected. Kundalini yoga are given every The Accounting Club · met 
· Discussion of the state They are Paul G>ugelman, Wednesday at 7 p.m. in LR 212. February 22 at the Orange County 
.conference to be held in Clearwater president; Mike Rodgers, vice Those who attend are asked to wear Courthouse, where club members 
April 13-16, will also be on the president; Jim Verity, secretary; loose clothing, dine early and bring were introduced to Circuit Court 
agenda. Bob McMillan, treasurer, and Bruce · a : friend. Clerk Kenneth D. Kienth. 
MONDAY 
Student Government book 
exchange begins. 
TODAY 
Last day to withdraw from 
course or univeisity. 
2-6 p.m.-- Advance 
registration, library lobby. 
8:30 p.m.·"Cherry Orchard," 
Science Auditorium. 
Placement interviews: Aetna 
Life and Casualty (group 
and casualty divisions), AD 
225. 
TUESDAY 
Placement interviews, Broward 
County Schools , 
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 
Ad225. 
Project 7th of March mock 
primary, Kiosk. 
11 a.m.--Student recital, 
Engineering Auditorium. 
Air Force ROTC question and 
answer session, AD 331. 
24 HOURS -7 DAYS A WEEK 
SATURDAY 
8:30 p.m.- "Oterry Orchard," 
SCAUD. 
WEDNESDAY 
Air Force ROTC Q & A 
semon, AD 331. 
Placement interviews, 
Goodyear rue Co., Martin 
Marietta, AD 225. 
-· 
SUNDAY 
3 p.m.-FTU Philharmonic 
Orchestra Concert, VC 
Multi Purpose. Room. 
THURSDAY 
Placement interview, Martin 
Marietta, AD 225. 
Air Force ROTC Q & A 
semon, AD 331. 
4 p.m.- SG Senate meeting, 
GC 115. 
FuTUre Classifieds OVIEDO CHILD CARE 
& KINDERGARTEN 
·CHEERLEADERS MEETING tD11UH11ttummm11t1111t111~lllllllllllllHl~lllllll-
W 8 n te d 
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten 
1 acre fenced playground 
hot lunches 
An organizational meeting for 1•111t11111P111111111muwwU1111111111111111111www11•n illllllP 
persons interested in cheerleading Donate your ringworm, athletes 
will be held April 7 from 4 to 5 foot, jockitch and other itchy 
p.m. in the Physical Education fungal infectiof!_S to science. Str~ins 
Buildi g needed for sprrng quarter medical 
0 • . mycology course. Please contact 
Persons interested in getting Dr.·Don Reynolds 275-2141. 
PHONE 365-5023 387 W. Broadway OVIEDO information. on try.outs should plan .__lm!'"" ____________________ ,____ .. to attend this meeting. Girls · and . guys to ·model local 




COME AND SEE 
Alcee HASTINGS 
black candidate for the U.S. Senate in 1970 
and now 
state co-chairman for 
MUSKIE 
,_PRESIDENT 
rather than monetary rewards. 
please send photo, weight and 
clothing size with name and phone 
number (or come by for an 
interview) to FuTUre office, LR 
215. 
ONE ROOMMATE-to share large 
3-bedroom apt. 15 minutes from 
campus. Call Summit Apt. No. 5-0, 
after 6 p.m., at 831-5316 for more 
information. Available on April 1. 
411111111111111MllMWdMRlllMlllllllWllllllllllintllll 
services 
'Utlllllldlllilllll•l..tJUJM--1 Id m•lllWlllllllll 
Potential VIP's--lt's a fact! 15% of 
your job is knowledge, 85% of your 
job is dealing with people. Learn 
how to develop more 
self-confidence, speak effectively 
overcome fear, remember pames 
develop leadership, increase sales, 
overcome worry and tension and 
widen your horizons. Call 645-1312 
for more information. 
TYPING in my home-experienced 
in all types of college papers & 
resumes. 50 cents/double-spaced 
page. For more info, call Mrs. Pat 
Hubley 85~2929. 
lllUUIUllllllUllllllllllllDlllllllllHlltllllllfflHRflllllmlUllUllRlllldllllltl 
· personal · 
lllHlllHllWllllllllUllllllDllHlllllUIUIQIHIRlllllllllHIUllllllllll-.ift 





Available March l S~Male student 
to share room at University 
Hylands. $60/month. Call Jon at 
2 7 5-2571 during the day or 
277-2034 after 5 p.m. 
New, 2-bedroom duplexes 4 ml. N 
of FTU in Oviedo. $150/mo. 
includes carpets, central heat & air, 
appliances & drapes. Rl DGEWOOO 
VILLAGE 365-3721. 
2-bedroom duplex: built-in range, 
carpeted, 2-3 mi. from FTU. 2115 
Bonneville Dr. $75 each bedroom 
.._----------------------------------------------_.permonth.Phone843-7338. 
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INTRAMURAL SOCCER is under way at FTU. There are 12 teams 
entered in the league this year with the first playoff game between the 
winner of the fraternity black league playing the winner of the 
independent league set for Wednesday at 4: 30 p.m. The winner will 
meet the representative of the fraternity gold league the following day 
at 4:30 p.m. 
Winter Trades '. Change 
Major League Picture 
By Fred Cay 
What do Frank Robinson, Richie Allen, Sam McDowell, Lee May and 
Leo Cardenas have in common? 
It is true that they are considered some of the top stars in major 
league baseball. However, amazingly enough, all were traded at this 
year's winter meetings. And these are but a few of the 53 big league 
players who were swapped in a period of five days, November 29 
through December 3. 
There were .15 separate trades, with 18 of the 24 clubs participating. 
Even staunch fans of the game may need a scorecard to identify the 
players on their favorite teams this year. 
One of the biggest deals saw the Cincinnati Reds and Houston 
Astros, both disappointing finishers in the National League West last 
season, attempt to completely change the style of offensive attack they 
use. The Reds sent hard-hitting Lee May, infielder Tommy Helms and 
utilityman Jimmy Stewart to the Astros for pitcher Jack Billingham, 
infielders Joe Morgan and Denis Menke and outfielders Cesar Geronimo 
and Ed Armbrister. 
First-baseman May was virtually the only player on the Reds who 
had an outstanding year in 1971- The rest of the team slumped badly 
following the pennant-winning 1970 season. However, manager Sparky 
Anderson seems intent to turn the club into a running, scrapping type 
of team after years of depending on the big sluggers. In Morgan and 
Geronimo the Reds obtained two of the fastest players available. They 
also shored up their perennially weak pitching staff with the acquisition 
of Billingham. · 
The Astros may well have been the most successful club in the 
tradin~ m~ket. They obtained three young pitchers with outstanding 
potential--J1m York and Lance Clemons from the Kansas City Royals 
and Dave Roberts from the lowly San Diego Padres. Roberts, a 
lefthander, finished second in the league in earned run average last 
season. 
Veteran Frank Robinson, long the acknowledged leader of the highly 
successful Baltimore Orioles, goes back to the National circuit 
specifically the Los Angeles Dodgers. The Orioles were looking mainly 
for youth in this deal, getting four prospects to develop. 
At the same time, the Dodgers sent slugger Richie Allen to the 
~hicago White Sox. Allen has been bandied about like a fringe 
Journeyman recently, joining his fourth club in four years. 
The San Francisco Giants, winners of the National League West last 
season, stamped themselves as definite contenders to do it again. They 
went out and got great Sam McD~well, ~ lefthander with more 
potential stuff than probably any living pitcher (including maybe Vida 
Blue). The 29-year-old fireballer has had good years, but never satisfied 
the Cleveland fans who expected better things for the last ten years. 
The Minnesota Twins, who must have been the disappointment of 
the year, dealt for a couple of pitchers. Dave LaRoche, obtained for 
Cardenas, and Wayne Granger figure to aid a bullpen which faltered 
baldly this past season. 
348 Park Ave. North Winter Park 
We carry everything natural from organic eggs 
and bread mixes to sunflower seeds and natural 
vitamins. 
10% student discount 644-8529 
FuTUre March 3, 1972 
GDI Crushes ATO, 69-50 
G DI, a team of independents, 
outclassed ATO Fraternity 69-50 
February 22 to capture the FTU 
intramural basketball 
championship. The game, played at 
the Oviedo High School 
gymnasium, was never in doubt 
in action, Pete Crowley entered the 
game for GDI. He hit a jump shot 
and broke the scoring drought for 
GDI. 
Tempers flared midway through 
the scond half as Stone and Heath 
squared off with each other. But 
order was restored before any 
punches were thrown. 
The ending was anti-climatic 
with the exception of Ware, a 
crowd favorite who seldom scores, 
ripped the nets for two points with 
a few minutes left in the game. 
after the first five minutes. 
GDI was .only nursing a .s1ender 
five point lead when Roy Lee 
entered the game. Lee quickly 
added three field goals and passed 
off for two more baskets and GDI 
was off and running. Lee finished 
with 13 points although playing 
only a little more than half the 
Mathis, Smith Will Leave 
L"arge Gaps In FTU Lineup 
game. 
High point man for GDI, though, 
was Buddy Heath, who dropped in 
19 points. Heath scored most of his 
points on twisting drives to the 
basket. 
Reggie Sims, 6'6" center for GD! 
teamed with Lance Keithly to 
control the backboards and prevent 
ATO from getting more than one 
shot at the basket most of the 
night. Sims scored 12 points and 
hauled in 11 rebounds for GD! 
although picking up four fouls early 
in the second half. 
After Lee's spurt in the first half, 
GDI turned to Joel "Jo-Jo" Maurer 
for its firepower. Maurer's soft 
left-handed jumpers prevented ATO 
from closing the gap. 
Ralph Stone of ATO was one of 
the few shining spots for the losers 
all evening. In addition to dropping 
in 17 points, Stone also was 
credited with five steals in the 
game. His effectiveness was 
lessened, however, when the speedy 
Lee switched men to guard him. 
Stone scored only six points the 
rest of the game. 
At the end of the first half, ATO 
made a bid to get back in the game. 
Larry Johnston, unable to score 
Florida Tech's basketball team 
will lose two starters from this 
year's team next season due to 
graduation. And the two won't be 
easily replaced. 
Ed Smith and Don Mathis will 
graduate and leave some large voids 
to fill. Smith, the 5'9" dynamo 
who sparks the Knights fast break 
and leads them on defense, had 
perhaps his finest game in his last 




The Tyes and DDD remain tied 
for the lead in the FTU Women's 
Intramural basketball league with 
identical 2-0 records. The 
Immortals are 1-2 and the TEP 
Little Sisters have yet to win with a 
0-3 slate. 
Mon day DDD plays the 
Immortals at 4 p.m., and on 
Tuesday TEP will play the 
Immortals at 5 p.m. Wednesday, 
DDD plays the Tyes at 4 p.m., and 
the playoffs, if necessary will be 
held. 
because of GDl's swarming --===~ 
man-to-man defense, found the 
range and hit two jump shots to 'tMllllllllU 
narrow the margin to 12 points as ~==! 
the half came to an end. ORR FEATURED 
In the second half, ATO made its Bill Orr, adjunct instructor of 
strongest bid. Bob Moore, lanky art, will be featured in article in the 
ATO forward, scored twice from April issue of Hoofbeats, a journal 
short distances to narrow the lead of the United States Trotting 
to eight points. GD! began forcing Association. Orr is a nationally 
their shots and Steve Ware called known equestrian artist who has 
time out for GD!. After the break displayed his work at FTU 
of South Florida in a losing cause, 
"Fast Eddie'. scored 26 points and 
stol~ the ball seven times. 
Mathis will be missed sorely also, 
even though he was not as flashy on 
the court as Smith or some of his 
other teammates. Mathis provided 
much of the muscle in the FTU 
offense and defense this year. 
Mathis, who didn't shoot much, 
instead dedicated himself to 
rebounding and defensive chores. 
The husky Mathis got his share 
of rebounds, but even more 
importantly, he kept many 
rebounds out of opponents' hands 
by sheer hustle, just getting a hand 
or even a finger on the ball to keep 
it in the air and enable a teammate 
to grab the rebound. On defense 
Mathis was equally as effective and 
unnoticed. But the man Mathis 
guarded noticed him and close 
students of basketball noticed him 
also. 




in Orlando, Winter 
Park and Sanford. 
Ph 838-3741 
-&~ount seminole plaza 
to all 
FfU students on 
Cash Purchases 
Good Anytime 
Master Charge-Bank Americard 
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f urmCJn Downs FTU' 
In Tennis Match 
Furman University edged FTU in 
a hard-fought tennis match.here last 
Monday by a score of 5-4. Both 
teams won three singles matches 
and Furman took two of three in 
doubles competitition. 
Mike Dezeeuw scored a comback 
victory over Furman's number one 
player, Alan Hunt of Australia. 
After dropping the first set 7-6, 
DeZeeuw was down in the second 
set 5-2, before taking a 6-3 
decision, and behind in the third set 
before winning with a 6-1 set. 
Kelahar needs a win under his belt 
in oop compe ·tition to break a 
slump. 
Steve Harrison rallied oo defeat 
Tech's Charlie Herring 'on sets of 
6-7, 6-4 and 6-4. Herring led 4-0 In 
the third set and had about 7 game 
points. Herring missed winning with 
a shot that fell barely outside the 
boundary. 
"Neil Howard has found a style 
that is aggressive for · him. He is 
attacking forcefully and 
effectively," Wood exclaimed. 
Howard's play payed off against 
FTU's Rick Hatfield, 6-1, 4-6 and 
6-4, to even the meet at 3-3. 
Fu TU re ·Page ll · 
FTU's coach, Dr. Alexander 
Wood, said that Dezeeuw "did not 
get discouraged-he showed fight 
and polish. I was really proud of his 
effort. Hunt is a top class player, 
and Mike won by mixing rapier-like 
shots with well-placed angle shots. 
He kept his opponent off balance, 
out of position.'' 
Hampered with a cold, Nate 
Smith of FTU fought back to 
overcome Bob Reynolds in a 3-6, 
Hunt and Reynolds soormed past 
DeZeeuw and Smith with sets of 
6-0 and 6-2. "They just fell apart •. 
a failure to exploit their 
opponents weaknesses," Wood said. 
MARK DENNO rears back and lets fire a pitch to 
the plate while warming up before a recent game. 
Denno is being counted on by FTU Goldsox coach 
Jack Pantelias to form the hub of the pitching staff 
for the team this year. (Photo by Ike Spioos) 
7-6 and 6-4 match. "Nate played a In the second match Furman's 
terrific match against an Holly played "some of the most 
exceptional player," Wood brilliant tennis I have seen," Wood 
commented. commented as Holly and Ellison 
Goldsox Face Tough SeaSon 
By Larry McCorkle Furman's number three Dan downed Linton and Herring by a 
Holly scored a victory over Craig score of 4-6, 6-3 and 6-1. Kelahar 
Linton with sets of 6-4 and 7-6. and Larry Whitacre defeated With opening game jitters behind ambitious schedule, Pantelias said, 
Wood said, "Craig played a fine Hatfield and Harrison with sets of them, the FTU Goldsox charge in "We want to play baseball. We'll 
match ... a fine effort." 4-6, 7-5 and 7-6. to the heart of season battling play baseball against anyone who 
Tech's Jim Kelahar fell to The loss dropped the Knights to South Florida today in Tampa, and wants to play us." 
Furman's Dave Ellison, number one a 4-2 record. The other loss came at then return home to play For the season, Pan!elias counts 
of last year's team, on consecutive the hands of the University of Embry-Riddle at Tinker Field on the pitching of Mark Denno, 
sets of 6-1. "Kelahar never got South Florida, 8-1. The Knights tomorrow night. Billy Spillman and Bill Larsen. 
started, he was very hesitant, a little - challenge Tampa University at 2 Today's game starts at 3 p.m., Denno ' led the team last year in 
lacking in confidence," Wood p.m. today on the courts, here on while tomorrow night's encounter least earned run average (2.58) 
explained. The coach indicated that campus. begins at 7:30 p.m. while recording a 5-5 record and 
ORI.ANDO JEWELERS 
The Goldsox opened the season four saves in relief. Spillman's 
Wednesday night against record was 4-1 whilepostinga3.00 
Jacksonville. ERA. Larsen, a 6-3 transfer from 
Coach Jack Pantelias, eager to Valencia, has the tools necessary oo · * Dependable, Artistic Diamond Setting play baseball> has scheduled 35 be a great pitcher. 
* Newest Styles in Wedding & Diamond games including NCAA College Co-captains Allan Tuttle and Tim 
Rings Division champions Florida Gillis lead the offensive attack for 
* Central Florida's most Extensive Across from Southern. Also on the schedule is the Goldsox. Tuttle led FTU in 
R · S H Colonial Plaza Harvard, which played in the batting last year with a .423 
emounting ervice- undred's of Mall College World Series, and Austin average. ~ is basically a natural 
Styles and Types Peay, who narrowly missed a bid oo hitter, in the mold of a Tony Oliva. 
* 5% Discount to FTU Students & Faculty! the World Series. Future rival Gillis sums it up best: "You 
530 North Bumby Ave. Open Monday thru Saturday Rollins will play FTU twice during could get five feet is front of Tuttle 
Ph. 894-7814 9 AM to 5:30PM the campaign. and throwtheballathimashardas 
;:=::;:========::;:;==============~~O::;n~!t!!h!e_s~u~b~j!!:e~ct~!o~f.....;F!:,T~U'~s .YOU could, and he'd still manage to 
G M G 
get a piece of the ball." 
eorge C Overn Gillis will take charge of the . • infield from his shortstop position. 
H I k 
The scrappy native of Pahokee led ow can a man i e :~:.:d1~~rar ~runs scored 
P d 
Pantelias said that Pat McCarty is 
that become res.I enf7 themostimprovedGoldsox. · - • "If he had hit last year like he is 
hitting now, we would have won 
five more games," said Pantelias. It isn't easy when you're a 
man like George McGovern. 
When you constantly break 
the rules of "safe" politics and 
speak out strongly on the real 
economic, political and moral 
issues of our times. When 
No longer can we afford to 
select a President on the basis 
of a smile, a slogan, an appeal·-
ing television personality. 
There are too many impor-
tant questions demanding 
answers. 
He has specific plans to put' 
Americans back to work to 
build a peacetime economy, 
to control inflation, and re-
store full employment with-
out record deficits. 
That's not good news to opposing 
pitchers, because McCarthy batted 
a very respectable .314 last year 
leading the team in homeruns and 
runs batted in. 
When Owen Moorhead returns to 
school, he will take over the 
catching chores. Moorhead is a 
steadying influence on pitchers as 
well as a dependabl~ hitter. Junior 
WATCH FOR ....... . 
Gerry Brown, who has been 
catching, will probably end up in 
the outfield along with senior Steve 
Wilson, junior Jack Siriani or senior 
George Milwee. 
Tuttle will more than likely play 
first base with fresh Steve Railsback 
in reserve. Danny Odom will start 
at second base, McCarty at third 
base and Gillis at shortstop. 
A lineup consisting of Tuttle, 
Gillias, McCarty, Wilson, Sirianni 
and Milwee has an abundance of 
speed, one of the strong points of 
FTU, and one of the reasons FTU 





FTU students of the Women's 
Athletic Association basketball 
team (extramural) defeated the 
University of South Florida 42-29 
last Friday at the USF gym. Karen 
Matthews scored 12 points and Pam 
Burke had 11 markers for FTU in 
the win. 
Pat Higginbotham, advisor for 
the team, stated that "FTU's 
women could beat USF even 
though the men couldn't." She was 
referring to FTU's varsity 
basketball loss last week against 
USF. 
Wednesday USF took on the girls 
of FTU in the Oviedo High School 
gym at 8 p.m. F"l'U's women now 
have a 1-1 record, dropping thejr 
season opener to Rollins, February 
21. 
you refuse to compromise 
your ideals to manipulate 
voters. When you stand firm 
in a field of equivocators who 
flutter freely with every new 
breeze. 
It isn't easy when you place 
the value of human life above 
the profits of big business. 
When you haven't the funds 
to fight the image makers. 
When all the prophets say 
George McGovern offers 
specific answers to those 
questions. He was the first 
Senator-nearly nine years 
ago-t.o speak out against the 
war in Vietnam. His first act 
$ President would be to end 
the war, immediately, and 
bring our prisoners home. 
He tells you exactly where he 
stands on the problems of 
drugs, rural communities, 
crime and justice, senior citi-
zens, the enviromnent, edu-
cation, peoples' rights, the 
draft, veterans' benefits, the 
cities .. real issues that touch 
real people. The WATCHER 
"no." 
. It may not be easy ... but it is 
possible. It's possible because 
the people of America are 
crying for strong moral, poli-
tical and truthful leadership. 
That's exactly the kind of 
leadership George McGovern 
offers ... that's the kind of 
man he is. 
: . No, it isn't easy to become 
, President when you're thor-
1 oughly committed to the 
principles of truth and justice 
... when you refuse to com-
promise these principles_ . 
I Isn't that exactly the kind of 
President we want? The kind 
: we need? Maybe, it's not as 
hard as you think. 
You can have a man like 
George McGovern for 
President ... 
By voting for him on Mar .14 
Paid Political Advertisement by FTU Faculty and Students for McGovern. 
Central Florida's only underground newspaper. 
Now on campus at .entrance to the Village Center. 
Also available from street vendors in Downtown 
Orlando, corner of Orange and Central and the 
following shops: Aardvark, Better Than Pants Shop, 
Carnaby Shop, Captain Threads, Den of Iniquity, 
East West Music, Gooseberry Sanitarium, Great 
Expectations, Infinite Mushroom, Rags South, Tops 
and Bottoms, and Outer Limits. 
Also on campus at Valencia Junior College and The 
American School of Mentavivology's new organic 
gardening commune, THE COSMIC WORM. 
News and views you can't find in other publications. 
Want ads and job offers section free listings. 1 





ft Jff uW~re ~@~~~~~QI@J!£ sAm:~1~:hn the Good~A~~:~::~t Seer *:* 
'Ti"" CANCER: y ill . t swell F th * IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: Klutz! Would you let a dog ou w mven a new rogs may mean more an * For one who is afraid of and the Derby stay in the way of game called "What can you just warts to you this afternoon. This week you will meet a t} 
~ heights, you certainly do try to forever? I should hope not. Clip eat?" where you will eat Choose you this day the reason beautiful blond' with +J-
""CS" keep your nose up there. Try your fingernails back to the everything in sight, and call it a for the beginning and the start measurements of 38-24-36. She t} fl- elbows and try again. game. It will be an excellent of all. September of the last is .11 b th. .s.)_._ ...f.I.. looking toward · the ground excuse for you to add 35 more the first of tbe rest. Beware of WI e every mg you ever "'l'j9' 
'TS" more, and you may avoid 1 d h d k "th 1 wanted, and will be married to a ...,_ ...f.I.. pounds to your a rea y overweig t uc s w1 on y one professional aUigator wrestler. "'I'S' ::g: stepping on. so many things. overflowing P.erson. lip. They bade evil. . 
'TS" Besides, you didn't shave very 
{It- well this morning, and it shows 
* while your neck is that exposed. 
* t 
* * * * * * *  * * * * * t 
t 
* * '* * * * * * * 
AQUARIUS: 
You have the unique ability 
of taking the simplest task and 
turning it into one fit for 
Hercules. In fact, you manage to 
make absolutely nothing appear 
like absolutely everything. You 
are the only person I know, for 
instance, who ties his shoes 
while lying on his back. 
PISCES: 
Good news! Your name has 
been drawn by the federal 
officials to represent the United 
States in a foreign country. The 
Chinese were so pleased by the 
President's gift of two North 
American yaks, that they want 
mme more. Unfortunately, we 
do not have any more North 
American yak to give, but 
Kissinger, in his infinite touch 
for diplomacy, has devised a 
3ystem whereby one man can 
dress up and look very 
convincingly like a North 
American yak (especially to the 
Chinese, who can't see very well 
anyway.) You have been chosen 
to represent your country in this 
illustrious fashion, · and Kissinger 
promises a replacement in three 
years, or a maid in four, which 
ever you choose. 
~ARIES: * Fate and fortune smile upon * your ridgeblat. Your horizon * will soon meet your zenith, and 
* then the sky, as was predicted so 
k many years ago, will fall. On 
-c:'i" you. 
*TAURUS: 
* You will soon make a large 
{tr monetary investment with a * company you feel cannot fail. It 
{It- will fail and you will be 
despondent. Your wife will leave 
4iJ- you, your kids will refuse to ride 
fl- on the school bus, and your dog 
• willl bite you, causing you to go 
fl- through ~he series of 
~through-the-stomach rabies 
'Ti"" shots. You will catch leprosy 
fl- and the hiccups. Then, when 
fl- you need it the most, you'll get 
fl- ~ past-due bill from the * msurance company. 
{tJo GEMINI: 
-ft Hold hands with someone * who means something. Be close 
k when it counts, and ignore all 
'Ti"" advice from everyone. By * Jimminy, let your conscience be 
+Jo your guide. 
LEO: 
An explanation is in .order to 
the Lion this week. You see, 
Xandaugh the Meek and I got 
inebriated Tuesday night on 
chicken salad sandwiches made 
with turkey, and were jousting 
with 7-Up cans on our heads 
when the maintenance crew 
director came in, and went out 
with a look of total disbelief. 
(Actually Xandaugh had the 
7-Up can, I had the Morton Salt 
box, but small matter.) I think it 
was the flashlight Xandaugh was 
holding which finished the 
director off, who later found us 
in the hall, disguised as a rocking 
chair and a spoon, respectively. 
Sigh. 
VIRGO: 
That thing closest to you, 
your skin, is in danger. You are 
walking on thin ice when you 
tread where you have been 
treading. In fact, the ice you've 
been on has not really even 
slowed down enough to truly be 
classified as ice. It's still just cold 
water. 
LIBRA: 
See Leo, and let me make an 
addendum. At Xandaugh's 
suggestion we started to crash a 
sorority meeting, disguised as 
"chicks." (Xandaugh is so glib 
with such phrases. That's why I 
waste my time with him--he is so 
clever.) But we didn't go in 
because we saw Xraumraugh the 
Redundant, who is the prexy of 
the ladies' auxiliary, make a 
gesture with her hands in our 
direction which could not be 
intrepreted as a secret sorority 
handshake, acccording to 
Xandaugh. (I know very little of 
such magic symbols of the 
Western mind. In my time we 
used to point with that finger.) 
THE 
Wu"~~ft,~est iuut 
.CAMPING & CANOE CENTER 
East-Central Florida.s Equipment & Supply Headquarters 
CAMPERS - HIKERS -- CANO?JSTS 
We specialize in outfitting Hikers, Backpackers and Cyclists 
o Backpacks by Gerry, Kelty and Camp Trails 
o ·Rucksacks by LaFuma and MiJJet 
o Tyrolean "Waffle-Stomper" Hiking Boots 
o Wigwam hildng socks and knit caps 
o Lightweight down sleeping bags 
o Freeze-dried TxaiJ Foods- Wide selection 
o Rain suits and ponchos 
o Lightweight Nylon and Poplin tents 
o Lanterns, stoves and cookware 
o Books on camping, hiking and nature study 
o Camping knives, saws and axes _ _ 
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, Seminole 
o }\ayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town 
1426 LAKE DRIVE COCOA (305) 632-3070 
Tues. thru Sat 9:30 to 5:30-Thurs. Eve. till 8:30 
Closed Sun. & Mon. 
John Lindsay says 
Wallace stands for 
"everything that's wrong" 
·with America 
John Lindsay's the only candidate to meet 
the threat of George Wallace head on. On 
January 21, John Lindsay challenged the 
Alabama Governor to a statewide television 
debate. Wallace backed down. 
It was typical of John Lindsay. In his four 
years in Congress and .six years as Mayor of 
. New York City he has stood up and fought 
for the things he believes in: 
American Cities 
Alone among the major presidential candidates, 
John Lindsay has first hand experience with 
the dilemma of urban America. He has seen the· 
ravages of drug addiction, and he has fought 
the crime it produces. While Washington was 
spending billions on a senseless war, Lindsay 
walked the streets of Harlem during the long 
hot su~mer. While Nixon opposes gun controls, 
John Lindsay has to attend the funerals of 
policemen killed by handguns. 
Civil Rights 
Jimmy Breslin summed up John Lindsay's 
civil rights record this way: "There are, 
in this nation of over 200 million people, 
onlv two white men. with national political 
names who can go into a black neighborhood 
and have the liking and trust of the people. 
Robert Kennedy was one. John Lindsay is 
the other." 
Ending the War 
John Lindsay first spoke out against the 
Vietnam War in 1965, long before it became 
popular to do so. His opposition was more 
than just rhetoric. He actively opposed the 
war by repeatedly using his New York City 
Mayor's Office as a focal point for anti-war 
protests. He advocates complete and 
immediate withdrawal of all U.S. ground 
and air forces. 
Civil Liberties 
John Lindsay has an unparalleled record as 
a leader in the fight to preserve our civil 
liberties. In 1959 Congress passed the re-
pressive Granahan Bill giving the Postmaster 
General the power to impound mail he 
considered "suspect." The bill, which pre-
sumed guilt until innocence was proven, 
passed 434-1. The lone dissenter: John 
Lindsay. That bill was later declared un-
constitutional by the Supreme Court. 
Open Enrollment at City University 
Instead of lamenting the lack of educational 
opportunity, John Lindsay moved drama-
tically and opened City University to all of 
the city's high school graduates. Open 
enrollment eliminated competition between 
blacks and whites for college admissions and 
increased the size of the freshman cla~< from 
20,000 to 39,000. 
----Vote March 7 & 14.---
